IV.l

We were onc-e told of a certain law or principle connected
with the development of processes· or activities - it was c-alledi
the principle of·the discontinuity of· vibrations.

This principle

maintained that no process or activity ever· proceeds in a straight·
line - it inevitaoly changes its d.irec·tion, falls away, even
sometimes turns back on itself, unless certain special mechanisms
or- devic-es are provided at the right place •.
These special mechanisms are not normally present- in man·' s
activities - and that is· perhaps why the course of history is so
irregular, and. why so many of our own ventures end in a differ:ent

way than we had hoped.

But in many natural processes, sue-has

that of· our-· own physical growth and evolution, and in many biochemical
processes· t·oo, these mechanisms are present.
We can see an example of this law in processes of the kind
shown in fig. 3.

It is- clear that for the spired of creation to

c-ontinue its d"ir-ec:tion, something new has to start, both at the
one third point and at the two thirds point round the c-i.rcle.

At

the one third point the child. is born and for· the first time begins
to breathe, at the two thirds point' a new life begins with t-he·
arrival of ad.olescenc-e arnl the ending of c-hildhood.

In fact, there

are really three d.ifferent spirals superimposed on each other--, rrot
jus-t one.

If there was only one spiral, development would cease.

Like the different strands of a rope or a cable - at each third point
a new strand begins, and so the cable holds together throughout- its
length.
And. if we study each segment of the C'ircle in more detail, we
disCDVer a similar arrangement on a smaller- sc-ale.

Within each

segment· there are also three strands - two intermediate points at
which some new element enters.

In the first segment,. for·instance,

- the period of prenatal growth - there is a point near the beginning
of pregnancy where the physical basis of the embryo is determined-;
there is also a secDnd point - a very important one - when life
enters and the child begins to move.

Let us put these points around

the perimeter of the circle, as in fig.5.

Altogether, there will

be nine points - three major points at each third segment of the·
circle, and six further points in between.
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I find it very strange we cannot tell
What he is like, this little one so soon
To be amongst us. Yet we know so well
What he is like-we know that the same noon
Which shines on him today has always been,
Has always brought the sunlight to his browAnd so we cannot say 'I have not seen
Him yet, I do not know him now ... '
And when he comes, and when we count his toes,
Admire his ears, his little turned up nose,
( Or watch to see how high his forehead grows),
Let us not say he looks like you or meLet us remember he will always be
Only himself, throughout eternity.

IV.2
Point 3, as we have already said,. is the point where the
child is born and starts a new life·, - a· life· on dry land, s ·o
to speak, for.· it- is· here• t-hat breathing begins, and c:ontinuesuntil" death, when it just as suddenly stops-..

But the· newb:or.lll

child has· to learn, ma..'!1y other· things too - how to eat and diges,t,
how to s"0e, how to balanc:e· and c:oordinate its· movement-s,, and so on.
All these things are under· the c-ontrol or · point 4,. that extraordina._r-y
mind whic-h- l 'o oks- after the pbysioal body.
But· point· r ·o ur- includes· muc-h mor-e t-han this-.

It is responsible

for- programming the development of the pli,ysical b.ody in. i.ime - f'or
c:0ntrolling· the c-hanges that take place as the· body grows- - and ita--ls·o- determines· _the· identity of the body· - that strange thing which
make-s one person's body d.ifferent from another's.
part of· us our ess-enc-e.

(see fig

We c:all t-his

5. )

For the first few months of its life - even perhaps for a• yearor so - the newborn baby is· nothing muc-h more than essencre..

In, spit e

of· all the blandishments bestowed. on it- by parents - a...11.d: particularly
by grandparents -

it is not until the speech centres· develop in

the left hand: hemisphere of the brain that personality begins to
gr-ow, at point

5.

.And' t-hen of· c;ourse - the fun begins.

All.. t-he•

protec:tive d'evic-.es, the mannerisms·, the tricks,, the naughtiness·,,
the c-liarm: - a;ll the: array of· aTmou.r- whic-h will stand. it in good
stead throughout- lif:e - all this develops during · this period, from
about- three to seven years- old.
And then at point 6, or a :few years· later, c-ome the- first :t:'ew
beginnings of· somet-hing else - something which is nei t ·h er essence:
nor- personality - something connected with onese-lf.

For during

the period from point 6 to point 7 we begin to have many new

impressions - new inc-linations, new long ings, deep emotional
experiences, perhaps, aroused by

the circ-ulation of sex energy.

And for t 'he first time, we begin to ask ourselves· certain quest.ions wby we are here, and what life is all about.

At point

7

we are about sixteen•years old.

has· started to grow.

Some part of· us

If it is not overwhelmed by the cares· and

tribulations or· the wor1d, and if' it is not d.istorted' by wrong ideas
one day it will be able to guide us.

For it is here, at point

that there exists- what Solomon was· asking for when he· said:
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7,

0 Lord

my God, I am but a little c:hild; I know not· how t-o go out or to
c:ome in.

Give therefore tby servant an understanding heart ••• that

I may discern between good and bad •••• "

And. then there is point 8, whic:h we have called man's soul.,

In- a sense it- is what we axe, and

What d.o we: mean by· the soul?·

yet it- inc-lucres· all we c:ould .be.

All the different- possibilities-

that exist in mankind axe hidden. there - they ac:tually exist in
eac-h of' us- - but of course only certain of them are realised.
idea raises many questions-.
What would it entail?

This

What do we hope might be realised?

Have we any experien-ce of the differene:e

between new and old pos·sibili ties?

Is there anything in lif"e whi~h.

nev:er happened: bef"ore· - which lies in a different d"ireetion fnom

the circ:le-- of· repeti t-ion?

And how can we· tell the difference?
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In olden ti.mes the soul was sa,id to contain three parts- - a
creative part-, (corresponding to point 8), a rational part,
(corresponding -to point
to point T).

5),

and. an emotional part,

This· is a good wey to think of· it o

(corresponding
We see t-hat

it is in the creative part that new possibilities exist - this part
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No poet can explain his verse; the same
Wonder which breathes on all created things
Lives in each line he writes; the poem springs,
Borne on the murmur of an angel's wings,
From nowhere-none ·c an tell from whence it came;
Nor could the logic of unaided thought
Deliver lines so delicately wrought,
Telling of all he loved, of all he sought.
For when he writes, although he knows not why,
Strange memories that no man understands,
Deep diapasons of forgotten lands
Roll in upon him from Eternity.
Oh seek not to explain; for by the same
Miracle, Man and all Creation came.
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of us is like- an artist, who is able to create new designs.

The

carrying out of these designs belongs to the emotional mind, at
point 7.

It is- the proper func:tion of this mind to listen to

_the· souL - t:o lea.mi· how to hear what the soul is asking, and to
carry out its commands.
part, at point

5.

And in this· it is helped. by the rational

For wi thou-fr this· part of_· us there would' be no

outward expression of'what we are.

In the ordinary way point·

5,

the

pers-onali ty I is all we can see of• a: person's soul,. and: the pie;i;ure
it gives us is sometimes very misleading.
In a similar wa:y points I, 2 and 4 on· the rieht hand side of·
the diagram are all part of the body.

Point I is the physical

substance of the body - the d.ust of which we are made - and point 2
is the- life principle whic:h holds.this substance together.

And

point 4 is- the controlling mind which co-ordinates all the body's·
movements and functions.
So the circle can really be divid.ed. much more simply into two·
halves - body on the right and. soul on the left.
above these two parts of man· is spirit.
thing.

:But over and

Spirit is quite a different

Like light it is everywhere: - it is universal.

And being

of a level of matter which is too fine to be c'Ontained by the' body
ancl the soul, it has- to be mad·e to c,irculate· through them,
only when· it circulates·

- it is

through them that things begin to change-.

'When the spirit circulates through the soul we beC'Ome aware of
the soul - we begin to exist, to remember ourselves.

At the same

time we experience inner happiness, greater unity and self confidence
and. many other things. When the spirit circulates through 'the boccy
we become a.ware- of the body - we feel a sense of·well being, a.
c-onnec-tedness in the body,· and our inner and. outer movements· become
more co-ord.inated.

And. when the spirit circulates· between the

body and tne soul they begin to work in harmony with each other,
and our inner conflicts disappear.,
:But what is it that makes the spirit circulate?·

This is the

most important of all questions, for everything worthwhile in life
depend.s on it.

Clearly it is C;onnected with the meditation, but

precisely- how it c,irculates·, and in which ord.er, has· yet to ba·
d.isc-0vered.

In this symbol, there is a wa:y of understanding

how this inner circulation works •••• .,.,

